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About This Content

The original soundtrack from Starlight of Aeons, created by talented composers such as Jialong Duanmu, Ray and Xiny.

All tracks will be placed in this directory: steam\steamapps\common\Starlight of Aeons\soundtrack, in 320kbps MP3 format.

Track List:

01. Theme Song (Short Ver.) 02:33
02. Theme Song (Full Ver.) 03:23
03. Impression of Starlight 02:45

04. Memory 01:54
05. Shooting Star 01:54
06. Dreamland 03:10
07. Your Name 01:48
08. Starry Sky 01:59

09. Love (1st Ver.) 02:18
10. Love (Cappella Ver.) 00:49

11. Loneliness 04:25
12. Love (2nd Ver.) 03:02

13. Sirius 03:18
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14. Veronica 02:45
15. Past Regret in Spring 01:56

16. Theme Song Short (INST Ver.) 02:09
17. Theme Song Full (INST Ver.) 03:23

18. Paradise in Mirror 02:25
19. Paradise in Mirror (2nd Ver.) 02:45

20. KIZUNA 00:56
21. Unknown 01:22
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Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Update Version: Initial Release

Disclosure: The game copy was bought by the reviewer.

Gameplay Example: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=e1C5H2Ig05o

This is the second game that has come into Early Access by the people at CivilSavages and the second game I have seen in the
past few months to use product and real images to populate the game. I am not sure how much this will end up being an issue
(using Iron Man helmet, Predator DvD box, Larry King Live interview with Bill Clinton, etc), but it is worth mentioning.

The main focus of the game is to navigate a space station laden with traps and monsters in order to escape. There is currently no
tutorial, so I managed to gather that you need to find a Heart of Steel, an access code and purchase enough gifts to make your
family happy. If you meet all of these requirements, then you win.

Visually the game is a mixture between alright and nauseating do to a feature called Chromatic Aberration. Textures are rather
decent and it ran well for the most part. Monster designs are interesting, but ultimately non-threatening. The massive volume
spikes when these monsters shriek do more to startle than frighten. Cutscenes are drawn surprisingly well, but it is clear almost
every character used for the family is based off a real life person.

Gameplay is simple: walk around, gather coins, find what you need and get out. The map is small with no map system, making it
extremely easy to get lost. The traps are all time or position related and are easily avoided. You can get perks to either hurt or
assist you, ranging from a super jump to a random teleportation. Coffee is also supplied to restore health you have lost on the
current heart and cheeseburgers to help lure or distract lesser monsters. I managed to get through it in 15 minutes (after one
failed run) and with only one map currently available, it is not much to go on.

There are some issues with movement when jumping from ladders or walking over pipes. Monster AI is rather hit and miss with
some of them just wandering even after seeing you. The inventory counter only recognizes if you have at least one of an item
instead of displaying if you have multiple. For the most part, it works.

It is still hard to recommend this title even with the current price tag. The warning lights with content usage, the visual issues
and very bare content are the main reasons for this decision. It feels more like a proof of concept than anything.

This has been a EAW PSA.. "Without a warning, not a clue, not a sound! In your house, out of bounds, you can RUN but you
CAN'T HIDE!"

I absolutely adore this game. The black and white composition fits the aesthetic of the visuals and music itself. I love that the
traps are timed with the different audio queues of the music, which makes it even more of a challenge. Not to mention that I am
a fan of CAZZETTE, I honestly didn't know about this game until I saw the music video She Wants Me Dead. From level 1, the
game is indeed a challenge and is not for anyone who isn't up for it.

Some of the traps indeed require some thinking of how to get past them quickly and without having to start over from your last
check point. Although you are not timed to get the level finished, it's definitely a relief when you finally reach the Safe House
and can move on to the next level!

10\/10. Tea Party Simulator 2015 is just another of those games that you stumble upon in the wrong side of the Steam Store.
The game has obvious influence from Surgeon Simulator but instead of making the game more unique and different it instead
decides to copy the game entirely and just make the objectives different with terrible controls, graphics, and overall level
design. Yet again just one of those YouTube trash games that kids and meme cucks play because they have nothing better to do.

+Unique and different levels
+Randomized table
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+Easter eggs
+Multiple ways to set the table
+Funny to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Teddy off
+Fun to break\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

-Copy of Surgeon Simulator
-Lots of glitchy meshes and models
-Overall no point, at least Surgeon Sim had more to it and felt like an actual game as this just seems like an unfinished project
that was published
-Several controls and other items throughout the game aren\u2019t explained how to be used
-Second level is pure aids
-Very random and odd
-Achievements are random
-Only 5 levels
-Super short you could honestly do anything but this have spent your day better than wasting your time and money on this

Like I said and as seen by the other recommended games on this store page, this is one of those games that are super weird and
useless to play and are just something to laugh about that someone actually made a game like that and then to continue on with
your life. Also the fact that all the negative reviews are the only serious and actually and not like the positive reviews ridden by
meme cucks. I don't even know why I bought this in the first play and also the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game has trading
cards which is another money grab cuck move. This game is boring and so short it isn\u2019t even worth playing, honestly any
game besides this is better and more importantly I would rather play through Surgeon Simulator again and again rather than play
this garbo.. Really fun little game! Good story and beautiful graphics. I am looking forward to getting the last parts, hopefully
they will be ready for the Steam Summer Sale!! Highly recommend, especially if they offer any kind of discount.. The is a
wonderful combination of civilization and Heroes of Might and Magic (2\/3).. Saving your family and choosing who lives and
who dies. does it honestly get better than that. This is about 2/3 of the way through untiled i glitched out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHnSpaifoiE
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This be dope with multiplayer.. This is one of my favorite games of all time. I think the structure of this game has the
framework to be the game of 2019, it's very polished and you can play as a rat, unlike in warhammer vermintide 2 they respect
the rat gender and are very liberal and loving towards other races of rats, pigs, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s..
The worst game i ever played in a long time. \u57fa\u7840\u5efa\u7acb\u5728\u6dd8\u91d1\u70ed\u8fc7\u540e\u7f8e\u56fd\u
897f\u90e8\u7684\u4e16\u754c\u89c2\uff0c\u5c11\u5973\u5bfb\u6c42\u5192\u9669\u7684\u6545\u4e8b\u3002
\u4e0d\u8d35\uff0c\u6709\u5361\u3002
\u6f2b\u753b\u5f0f\u7684\u6f14\u51fa\u548c\u8fc7\u573a\u3002\u73a9\u8d77\u6765\u5c31\u50cf\u662f\u5728\u8bfb\u4e0
0\u672c\u80fd\u4e92\u52a8\u7684\u6f2b\u753b\u4e00\u6837\u3002
\u5f53\u7136\u6ca1\u6709\u4e2d\u6587\u6240\u4ee5\u4f60\u5f97\u8ba4\u8bc6\u82f1\u6587\u624d\u597d\u73a9\u3002\u59
7d\u5728\u867d\u7136\u662f\u5947\u5e7b\u8bbe\u5b9a\u4e0d\u8fc7\u6574\u4f53\u7684\u8bcd\u6c47\u96be\u5ea6\u5e94\u
8be54\u7ea7\u5de6\u53f3\u5c31\u80fd\u987a\u5229\u9605\u8bfb\u4e86\u3002
\u4eba\u7269\u7684\u7acb\u7ed8\u8d28\u91cf\u5f88\u9ad8\u3002 \u6bcf\u79cd\u8868\u60c5\u59ff\u52bf\u90fd\u662f\u5b
8c\u5168\u4e0d\u540c\u7684\u7acb\u7ed8\uff0c\u975e\u5e38\u826f\u5fc3\u3002
\u4ef7\u683c\u8fd8\u5f88\u597d\u3002

\u4e00\u53e5\u8bdd\u8bc4\u4ef7\uff1a
\u53ea\u8981\u4f60\u80fd\u8bfb\uff0c\u5c31\u95ed\u7740\u773c\u775b\u4e70\u5427

For English speakers:
I didn't finished it so far so this review is based on my experiece of part of the game. I won't judge the story at this stage.
Pros:
1. The localization is really well done. It even gives u a false feeling that this game was developed by English speakers.
2. Unique and amazing style to present the dialoge. It's like reading a fasnating interactive Comic Book.
3. The art style is AMAZING. U got a lot of CGs. U have totally different painting for different face, not just swapping texture
of eyes or mouth. It also fits game's wild west theme perfectly.
4. The PRICE, but not the quality, is CHEAP. Only 7.64$ after 15off. It would literally cost u only about 6$ because it comes
with Cards. Compared to those developers and publishers which keeps spamming money grabbing titles,  No, I'm not talking
about SAKURA series this one definitely worth it's price tag.

Cons:
The map. Yes, it's the map. Mountain range should never be drawn in that way if there's a lake near it. It looks like the lake is
floating over the mountain range. It's a tiny flaw and affects nothing I guess, if u dont have OCD but it's really easy to fix.

It's not voice acted. What's a pity.

OVERALL: 9.773\/10
It's a great game with great price. Give it a try and it won't fail u.. 10/10 game, would get cancer again!. Love this program.
Has helped me make some wonderful animations for games.
Sometimes I struggle with it a little bit,
I wish the user interface was a little more intuitive...
Solid buy.. This game just plain sucks. It's a board game style, frivilous tween expose, for girls interested in the intricacies of the
1920's social heirarchy. Of which I am not! You will find yourself playing the same cards very quickly and knowing all the
responses. It's repetative, uniteresting, and all together a mess of a game. Although I am not the target audience, I'm not sure
those who fit this game will even appreciate it.. I didnt think i would like that much this game!. Hello I already purchase this
expansion but still i cant play now because I cant see the game. in my library . but system say already installed can you check it.
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